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TO:

Eileen Donoghue, City Manager

FROM:

Christine Clancy, P.E., DPW Commissioner

DATE:

September 28, 2021

RE:

C. Mercier – Request City Manager Have Proper Department Place A Berm In
Front of 110 And 124 Barbara Street And Any Other Home on Barbara Street
That Has Had Their Front Yard Soil Running Down The Street And Washing
Away

The Department of Public Works (DPW) first investigated this request at 110 Barbara Street in
June 2021 and observed the area of soil that was washed away at the area adjacent to the roadway.
The area was evaluated to verify if berm installation was a proper application to mitigate
stormwater runoff. Asphalt berm is a curved wall of asphalt, approximately 4” – 8” in height that
that establishes a boundary between the edge of road and the adjacent landscape. This berm
prevents stormwater runoff that would naturally drain to the side of the road and instead channel
the stormwater runoff down the edge of the roadway to another stormwater infrastructure element
such as a catch basin, drywell, or a grass swale.
Upon review of the existing stormwater features along Barbara Street, DPW found that there are
no existing catch basins or other stormwater features other than the edge of the road on Barbara
Street. The landscaped area along the edge of the road is how stormwater runoff is directed from
the roadway area. Furthermore, approximately the first five feet of the landscaped edge of road, or
“yard” is actually the City right-of-way. These areas appear as part of a front yard but they are
used as a stormwater infrastructure element to allow roadway runoff to naturally drain to the edge
of the road. Installation of a berm in this location, or upstream at 124 Barbara Street would likely
cause puddling and flooding in the driveway at 110 Barbara Street as well at downstream
properties on Barbara Street. In order to install asphalt berm at this location, a catch basin and
associated storm drain piping as well as a manhole is recommended to be installed to manage the
stormwater runoff prior to installing berm. This is estimated to cost approximately $25,000 $40,000 for one catch basin, piping, manhole, and associated paving and even more if additional
catch basins, manholes, and piping was required to be installed along other sections of Barbara
Street. As new catch basins are connected to a combined sewer, the pipe capacity needs to be
evaluated to ensure that the pipe can accommodate the additional stormwater runoff.
Improvements to water and sewer infrastructure is an eligible expense category for American
Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) funding. As such, the City could utilize ARPA funding to complete this
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project, and to repair and improve other catch basins throughout the City. DPW is actively
exploring this possibility.
Reviewing the entirety of Barbara Street and other areas in Pawtucketville and the City, this
scenario of the landscaped edge of road acting as a mechanism to manage stormwater runoff is a
common application. As these roadways are rehabilitated through the City’s paving and sidewalk
program, the DPW also considers installing granite curbing and catch basins as needed. DPW also
evaluates if a new sidewalk can be installed along these edge of roads if space permits. The City
prefers to install granite curbing instead of asphalt berm since asphalt berm does not typically hold
up well through the winters, requiring frequent repair or replacement. Additionally, if the City
were to install new berm, it is recommended that it be completed along with the pavement
installation, creating a monolithic bond between the base of the berm and the edge of road.
Installation of berm on top of older pavement creates a weak seam at the base of the asphalt,
leading it to typically crack and break within one or two winters, requiring frequent or even annual
maintenance or repair. The same DPW crew that repairs potholes also repairs a limited amount of
existing berms annually. This effort is typically completed in June/July after prioritizing pothole
repairs. If berm installation throughout the City became a common practice in conjunction with
installation of necessary catch basins or other stormwater infrastructure, DPW recommends this
effort to be installed by an outside contractor. The cost to install berm per a linear feet is
approximately $10. For the length in front of 110 Barbara Street and 124 Barbara Street costs
approximately $2000. For a street 1000 feet in length (Barbara Street), and excluding lengths of
driveways, berm installation is estimated to cost approximately $16,000. DPW has an annual
pothole and berm repair budget of $30,000.
A cost effective repair at 110 Barbara Street included installation of loam within the rutted area
adjacent to the edge of road. This was completed in June by DPW and has held up as of September
10, 2021. This similar effort could be completed in other limited areas of similar severity in the
City as long as the area is on City property and there are signs of erosion or rutting. DPW reviewed
other areas along Barbara Street, including 124 Barbara Street, and loam installation is not
recommended since there were minimal signs of erosion and no signs of rutting. As a long term
strategy, and as part of the paving program, DPW will consider installing granite curbing and
necessary stormwater infrastructure at these locations.
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Pictured (Left): June 2021 washed out area at 110 Barbara Street within City ROW; Pictured (Middle)
Restored load and seed area July 2021; Pictured (Right) Restored area in September 2021

Pictured 124 Barbara Street September 2021. Loam is not recommended at this location given minimal
erosion.
Cc: Ting Chang, City Engineer; Mark Young, Executive Director of Water and Wastewater

